Celebrate your love for gardening and flowers
with a floral jewelry design set with a
Diafluora ™ jewel. Each Diafluora ™ jewel
passed a vigorous quality control process only the finest quality is accepted for our line
of floral jewelry. Each jewelry design in our
Floral Jewelry Line is expertly crafted and
hand finished by a master jeweler. The Floral
Jewelry Line consists of unique inclusion-free
Diafluora ™ jewels in soft pastel colors,
polished to perfection, for maximum beauty.
The polish of a gemstone, also referred to as
the Cut, has the biggest affect on the
brilliance, or sparkle of the gemstone. The
Diafluora ™ line of jewels is polished by some
of the most accomplished artisans in the
world, releasing the life and fire within each
Diafluora ™ jewel. Buff tops, checkerboard
tops, concave facets and regular cuts bring
these incredible Diafluora ™ jewels to life.
Diafluora™ jewel colors consist of a kaleidoscope
of pastel spring colors, including:

WISTERIA WHISPER (Lavender)
PINK ROSE (Soft Pink)
DAISY DELIGHT (Yellow)
DAINTY DAFFODIL (Light Yellow)
SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE (Light
Champagne)
Diafluora™ jewel Signature Shapes include:

Protea Cut ™
Passion Flower Cut ™
Soleil Flower Cut ™
Rosette Quarts ™

Technical Data
Diafluora™ is a diamond simulant with the same
molecular structure as fluorite (CaF2) and a
chemical composition consisting of synthetic
zirconium dioxide (ZrO2). A hardness of 8½
(Diamond 10) on the Mohs hardness scale; a
refractive index of 2.15 (Diamond 2.417); a specific
gravity of 5.8 (Diamond 3.52) and a dispersion of
0.066 (Diamond 0.044), and makes this an
excellent choice for a finely polished jewel.

Diafluora™ is singly refractive, and therefore has
similar optical properties (sparkle or brilliance) as a
natural diamond – with the additional colors that
are very rare amongst diamonds. The polish of a
gemstone, also referred to as the Cut, has the
biggest affect on the brilliance, or sparkle of the
gemstone. The Diafluora™ line of jewels is
polished by some of the most accomplished
artisans in the world, releasing the life and fire
within each Diafluora™ jewel. Buff tops,
checkerboard tops, concave facets and flower cuts
bring these incredible Diafluora™ jewels to life.
Every Diafluora™ jewel comes
unconditional lifetime guarantee.
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Our Floral Jewelry Line and Flower Carvings
make ideal gifts for the gardener in your life.
Or, for yourself, the garden lover. The beauty
and value speaks for itself. Combine your love
for flowers and jewelry and show the world
you love your garden -

‘Wear the flowers you love to grow’

Unconditional Lifetime Guarantee
Cape Flower Fields offers an Unconditional
Lifetime Guarantee that your Diafluora™ jewel
will maintain their color, fire, brilliance and luster
for the lifetime of the owner.
In the unlikely event the optical characteristics
alter in the Diafluora™ jewel, please return the
jewelry, this certificate and/or original receipt to
us, and the defective stone will be replaced with
a new Diafluora™ jewel.
This warranty does not include loss, theft, disappearance or the loss of optical characteristics
due to damage to the integrity of your
Diafluora™ jewel.
Keep this certificate for insurance and guarantee
purposes. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights,
which vary from state to state.

Please contact us at:
www.capeflowerfields.com

Contact Information
MultiGems, Inc.
29115 Valley Center Road # 166
Valley Center, CA 92082
(760)259-2001
www.diafluora.com
or our affiliates:
www.capeflowerfields.com
www.eureka-farms.com

